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Abstract
The healthcare sector traditonally processes large amounts of personal data. Nowadays, medical
practce increasingly uses informaton technologies, such as smartphone applicatons (‘apps’) and
wearable devices (e.g. smart watches, smart soles), for treatment plans and informaton
collecton. It is inherent to these modern technologies that they generate even more personal
data. Some of the apps are developed specifcally for the healthcare sector, some are more
general (health) apps. Within the European Union (EU), the processing of these personal data is
regulated by the General Data Protecton Regulaton (GDPR), which entered into force on 25 May
2018. The GDPR provides controllers and processors with obligatons and data subjects with rights.
This paper analyses the marketng statements of app providers and the privacy policies of the apps
in order to determine whether they are in line with each other and with the GDPR.

1. Introducton
The healthcare industry is highly data intensive. For as long as health data has been collected,
there have always been risks involved with processing this sensitve data. Accordingly, medical
confdentality prohibits a medical professional to disclose informaton about a patent’s case.
Medical confdentality, also known as the Hippocratc Oath,[2] dates back to ancient Greece.[3]
Medical confdentality is seen as one of the most important medical paradigms because it
facilitates people the seeking of medical help and being open to medical professionals.[4]
However, due to modern technologies, the risks involved in processing this kind of data have
changed. Examples of modern technologies are smartphone applicatons, wearables such as smart
watches and bracelets, glasses, clothing and many more modern devices.[5] Modern technologies
are increasingly used to process health data, both by healthcare professionals inside the medical
context and by companies ofering technologies and services to consumers outside the medical
context. As a consequence, these organisatons and companies have to adjust their protocols and
take new technical and organisatonal measures to protect health data, especially in light of the
new General Data Protecton Regulaton (GDPR).[6]
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An additonal complicatng factor in the healthcare industry is that commercial apps and
wearables are sometmes used within a medical context. However, it is not always clear how these
companies who ofer these technologies and services protect the health data they generate.
Furthermore, as this research will show, their privacy policies do not always elucidate this either.
Nowadays, digital transformaton of health and care is a priority of the agenda of the EU;[7] this
might be why a growing number of companies use privacy in their marketng statements.[8] This
research will therefore examine to what extent diferences exist between marketng statements
and the actual privacy policies of apps. Secondly, it will explain the legal consequences of these
diferences for app companies and healthcare insttutons in light of the changes brought by the
GDPR. In order to do this, I will label the marketng statements of companies with regard to
privacy, compare these marketng statements to their privacy policies and then link the outcome
of this comparison to the GDPR in order to identfy the legal consequences on a European level
and determine whether the protecton the GDPR ofers matches with practcal reality.

2. Methodology
There are more than 350,000 diferent apps in the category of ‘health and ftness’ in the three
major app-stores (Apple, Google and Windows/Microsof). Investgatng all these apps would go
beyond the possibilites of this exploratve research. Due to the nature of this exploratve research,
the outcome cannot be used for statstcal generalisaton. The outcome is rather a theoretcal
observaton of the use of both commercial and medical apps in medical practce.[9] Instead of
randomly choosing diferent apps, I wanted to ensure that my research would be relevant for
medical practce. Thus, I contacted three local rehabilitaton centres in the Netherlands that
already showed interest in my research and asked for their cooperaton.[10] The rehabilitaton
sector is relatvely broad, considering that it treats people with diferent medical backgrounds. It
was therefore antcipated that the input for this research would lead to a broad variety of apps.
Via a short questonnaire physicians were asked three questons about apps they already use, apps
they want to use and apps patents suggested to use.[11] The answers contained only names of
apps and or wearables and the questonnaires were treated anonymously, since it is not relevant
for this research to know which physician named which app. In total, 34 diferent apps were
mentoned by at least one physician, which were as such selected for this research.[12] In the end,
two apps were no longer available and one app was only available in Belgium, which lef this
research with 31 apps.[13] For this research, the physicians neither shared patent informaton nor
was this informaton asked for.
I divided these 31 diferent apps in two diferent categories: (1) general (health) apps and (2) apps
developed for the medical sector. Apps developed for the medical sector are apps that are meant
to be used inside the medical context, and thereby within a doctor-patent relatonship where the
medical or healthcare professional is bound by professional secrecy. General (health) apps are
apps that are not developed specifcally for the medical sector and some of these apps are not
even developed to process health data. The intenton of this artcle is to compare the privacy
policies of the 31 apps to the provisions of the GDPR, not to name and shame the app companies.
Moreover, all the privacy policies are available in the public domain. For transparency reasons the
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31 apps are named in the methodology part of this research, but it is not necessary to name the
apps during the analysis of their privacy policies.
There are two major legal frameworks regulatng data protecton in Europe: the GDPR and the
Council of Europe’s Modernised Conventon for the Protecton of Individuals with Regard to the
Processing of Personal Data (Conventon 108+).[14] Although Conventon 108 dates back to 1982
and has a larger reach than the GDPR, considering that non-European countries can also become a
State Party to the Conventon, both legal frameworks follow more or less the same logic and were
both updated in 2018.[15] Most of the apps selected for this research originate either from Europe
or the United States (US). The US is, however, not a State Party to Conventon 108. Artcle 3 (1)
GDPR determines that the GDPR applies if the processing of personal data takes place in the
context of the actvites of an establishment of a controller or processor in the EU. Healthcare
insttutons that treat patents in Europe are most of the tme established in the EU. Artcle 3 (2)
GDPR furthermore determines that if goods or services are being ofered to data subjects in the
EU or if the monitoring of behaviour takes place in the EU, the GDPR applies.[16] This paper
focusses on the use of apps and wearables by people in Europe. The focus of this research will
consequently be on the GDPR.[17]

3. The protecton of personal data
People use modern technologies for diferent purposes, including measuring health and ftness,
keeping in touch with friends, losing weight, making photos and reducing stress. In order to use
these technologies, consumers sometmes need to enter a lot of personal data. Processing
personal data may lead to risks to the rights and freedoms of persons.[18] This is why the GDPR
provides data subjects with rights and controllers and processors with obligatons. The controller
determines the purposes and means of the processing of personal data,[19] while the processor
processes the personal data on behalf of the controller.[20]
Next to regular personal data, the GDPR determines that some data are more sensitve. Data
concerning health is part of this special category of data. Some of the data generated by using
apps may be considered data concerning health thereby enjoying stricter privacy rules given the
possible impact on a person’s life if this data were freely available. The GDPR, in principle,
prohibits the processing of those kinds of data, unless one of the exceptons in Artcle 9 GDPR is
met. Two of the exceptons that are relevant for this research are mentoned in Artcle 9 (2)(a) and
(2)(h) GDPR. The frst excepton is when data subjects give their explicit consent to the processing,
and the second excepton refers to personal data that are used for medical diagnosis, the
provision of healthcare or treatment of health. Artcle 9 (3) GDPR applies to this last excepton and
states that it only applies when the data are processed “by or under the responsibility of a
professional subject to the obligaton of professional secrecy (…) or by another person also subject
to an obligaton of secrecy…”. In the Netherlands, the Civil Code regulates professional secrecy for
healthcare professionals.[21]
When data concerning health are processed by commercial partes via their apps and wearables, it
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is clear from the provisions of the GDPR that the data subject’s explicit consent is needed,
otherwise processing is prohibited.[22] Therefore, this paper examines whether requestng
consent is compliant with the GDPR. Artcle 6, 7 and 9 (2)(a) GDPR are the relevant artcles relatng
to consent of the data subject. Since these apps collect the personal data from the data subject,
Artcles 12 and 13 GDPR are also of importance. Artcle 13 gives an overview of the informaton
the controller needs to provide to the data subject, and Artcle 12 determines that this
informaton needs to be provided “in a concise, transparent, intelligible and easily accessible form,
using clear and plain language”. The privacy policies of these apps were examined to determine
whether the app companies or healthcare insttutons comply with the GDPR. Finally, the
principles relatng to processing of personal data of Artcle 5 GDPR will be used to determine
whether the privacy polices comply with the GDPR.
As regards the processing of data concerning health within the medical context, the data subject’s
consent is not needed since the excepton of Artcle 9 (2)(h), in conjuncton with (3), applies.
However, in that case, the processing has to take place ‘under responsibility’ of a physician. When
commercial apps and wearables are used in a medical context, it must be questoned whether this
requirement is met, considering that the data are stored on the device of the patent, i.e. on their
smartphone, or on the servers of the app provider. Furthermore, it is the app that determines
exactly what data are collected, meaning that there is possibly more data processed then
necessary for treatment of the patent. The GDPR does not explain what is meant by ‘under
responsibility’, and the preamble does not elaborate on this further. This research therefore
presumes that data processing of commercial apps used in a medical context does not take place
‘under responsibility’ of the physician. This means that explicit consent of the data subject is
required. Since this research focusses on the use of apps and wearables by adults, the specifc
provisions on consent of children below the age of 16 will not be discussed.
Finally, there are apps that are developed specifcally for the healthcare sector. According to
Directve 2007/47/EC these apps are medical devices.[23] For these apps, the data will be
processed under responsibility of the physician, and thus consent is not needed. However, these
apps stll have to meet the requirements of Artcle 12, in conjuncton with Artcle 13, GDPR.
Therefore, this research will analyse these apps to fnd out whether this is the case in practce.
However, before moving on to the analysis of the privacy policies in secton 4, the next secton will
frst discuss the marketng statements of the app companies which were selected for this research.
For this research, the public websites of the app companies where investgated to see if they
contained any general remarks relatng to privacy.

4. Marketng statements
Research has shown that marketng statements are an important tool for companies and they
encourage people to buy goods and transact services.[24] This raises the queston whether people
give their consent to the text in the privacy policies, or if they rely on marketng statements rather
than reading the privacy policies themselves, especially since research has shown that most of the
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people never read privacy policies.[25] Most people formally consent to privacy policies without
knowing what happens to their personal data. This does not automatcally make the processing
lawful. However, it is the queston whether actually reading a privacy policy will help to
understand what is happening to the personal data. The analysis of the privacy policies will be
discussed in the next secton. This secton will frst evaluate the marketng statements by the
companies of the selected apps.

4.1 General (health) apps
Online research into the selected apps, showed varying approaches as regards privacy. Most of the
apps - nine in total (see table 1) - mentoned privacy in their marketng statements, demonstratng
a positve attude towards privacy. These statements are not part of the company’s privacy policy;
rather, they are stand-alone marketng statements, ranging from “Some of your most personal
moments are shared (…), which is why we built end-to-end encrypton (…) your messages and calls
are secured so only you and the person you're communicatng with can read or listen to them, and
nobody in between…”[26] to “(Our) products are designed to do amazing things. And designed to
protect your privacy. (…) we believe privacy is a fundamental human right.”[27]
Alongside the nine companies that use privacy in their marketng statements, there are seven
companies that do not really use privacy as a marketng statement. Notably, they start their
privacy policies by emphasising that privacy is important to the company. One could see this as a
marketng statement in disguise, especially since all seven companies use such sentences in the
beginning of their respectve privacy policy. It could lead the reader to believe that, since the
company emphasises on how important privacy is to them, the companies are careful in handling
the user’s personal data.
Finally, there are seven other app companies that do not menton anything on privacy at all and
their privacy policies are a more formal representaton on how they handle their users’ privacy.
The tone of these policies is very diferent from the other seven companies that seem to use the
beginning of their privacy policy as a marketng statement. Those frst seven companies use
phrases such as “Your privacy is important to (us)…”[28] and “(We) respect your privacy and share
your concern about the security of informaton you may submit to (us).”[29] The other seven
companies, which use more formal representaton, start their privacy policies with sentences such
as “This privacy policy describes the personal data collected or generated (processed) when you
use (…) our mobile applicatons”[30] and “To provide our products, we must process informaton
about you. The types of informaton we collect depend on how you use our Products.”[31]

General (health) apps

Marketng statement

Use of marketng via
privacy policy

No marketng
statement

9 (6)*

7

7

Table 1: use of privacy as a marketng statement by general (health) apps
* These nine apps are developed by six diferent companies; therefore, some marketng statements were used twice or thrice.

Thus, the selected apps that are not specifcally developed for the medical sector show a scatered
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image when it comes to using privacy as a marketng statement. The next secton will investgate if
the same can be said for apps that are developed for the medical sector.

4.2 Apps developed for the medical sector
This research analysed eight apps that are specifcally developed for the medical sector which are
stll available. It turned out that four of those apps are only available on a tablet, not on a mobile
phone or wearable. Online research of the companies that ofer the apps shows that none of
these companies use privacy as a marketng tool. Surprisingly enough, only one of the eight apps
has a separate privacy policy that they ofer to the user before the download or use of the app.
This company uses a formal tone in its privacy policy and makes no real marketng statements
within it. Three out of the other seven apps are paid apps, and there is no available informaton as
to how they deal with privacy, at least not before payment. Finally, one app mentons how they
deal with privacy in their general terms and conditons, which the user can open before logging in
and using the app. The other three apps do not menton privacy at all.

Apps for the medical
sector

Marketng statement

Use of marketng via
privacy policy

No marketng
statement

0

0

8

Table 2: use of privacy as a marketng statement by apps developed for the medical sector

As far as marketng statements are concerned, the apps developed for the medical sector show a
more uniform picture; none of the analysed apps use privacy as a marketng tool. The queston
whether not having a separate privacy policy is in accordance with the GDPR will be discussed in
the next secton.

5. Privacy policies
Processing of personal data can only be lawful if one of the conditons of Artcle 6 GDPR is met.
One of the conditons is consent given by the data subject.[32] As mentoned in secton 2, consent
is the most common basis for lawful processing when it comes to processing data concerning
health via apps. Before analysing the privacy policies, this secton frst discusses the legal concept
of consent.

5.1 Consent
Consent in the GDPR is defned as “…any freely given, specifc, informed and unambiguous
indicaton of the data subject's wishes by which he or she, by a statement or by a clear afrmatve
acton, signifes agreement to the processing of personal data relatng to him or her.” [33] This is
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why the term ‘informed consent’ is ofen used. Consent is informed when the data subject is
aware of the identty of the controller and the purposes of the processing for which the personal
data are intended.[34] How consent has to be given is not determined by the GDPR, meaning that
it is free form and can be given via a writen declaraton or an oral statement.[35] However, Artcle
7 GDPR determines that the controller needs to be able to demonstrate that the data subject has
given his or her consent.[36] As a consequence, a writen statement, such as an ‘I-agree-buton’
combined with a privacy policy, is one of the most common mechanisms to comply with Artcle 7
GDPR.
Data concerning health are considered to be sensitve data. Processing of this type of data is, in
principle, prohibited by the GDPR.[37] Sensitve data can only be processed if one of the
requirements in Artcle 9 (2) GDPR is met. Consent by the data subjects is, again, one of the
exceptons. However, the GDPR does not stpulate regular informed consent in this case, but
rather explicit consent. Unfortunately, neither the GDPR nor the preamble of the GDPR defnes
what is meant by explicit consent; one can therefore only assume that the bar is set higher than
for informed consent. According to the Artcle 29 Working Party,[38] the term ‘explicit’ refers to
“…the way consent is expressed by the data subject.”[39] They illustrate this by giving an example:
a writen statement from the data subject, preferably signed, is considered to be explicit. In a
digital online context, there are also other ways to give explicit consent, such as via an electronic
form, an email, a scanned document with the signature of the data subject and an electronic
signature.[40]
Whether consent is explicit or not, Artcle 7 GDPR applies. This artcle determines that the
controller needs to be able to demonstrate that consent was given, but also determines that the
request for consent needs to be presented in a way that is clearly distnguishable from other
maters.[41] This means that, if a writen declaraton also concerns other maters, consent needs
to be clearly distnguishable within this writen declaraton. Furthermore, consent has to be
ofered to the data subject in an intelligible and easily accessible form, using clear and plain
language. The later means that an average person should be able to understand the request for
consent. Therefore, the text must not be too long, difcult to understand or full of legal jargon.
[42] If these demands are not met, consent is not binding.[43] Additonally, data subjects should
be informed, before giving consent, that they have the right to withdraw their consent at any
tme.[44]
5.1.1 Privacy policies and consent
18 of the analysed apps use consent as a legal basis for processing personal data and thus need to
comply with Artcle 7 (2) GDPR. To measure the obligaton laid down in that artcle, it is divided
into two parts. Since this research focuses on writen privacy policies, it was frst necessary to
verify whether the request for consent was presented in a manner which is clearly distnguishable
from other maters. That was the case for all the 18 apps, as they did not use other documents,
such as general terms and conditons, to request consent. All of them asked for consent in a
separate pop-up and had a separate privacy policy.
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Analysed apps (31)

Consent as a legal basis Artcle 7 (2) GDPR:
(writen declaraton)
presented in a manner
which is clearly
distnguishable from
other maters

Artcle 7 (2) GDPR:
intelligible and easily
accessible form, using
clear and plain
language

18

18

18

Table 3: Requirements for consent (Artcle 7 (2) GDPR).

Artcle 7 (2) GDPR also determines that the text needs to be available in an intelligible and easily
accessible form, using clear and plain language. It is not easy to measure whether the used
language is clear and plain. According to the Artcle 29 Working Party, clear and plain language
means that “a message should be easily understandable for the average person and not only for
lawyers.”[45] As regards the request for consent by and even the privacy policies of the 18
analysed apps, the language was easily understandable and no legal jargon was used. This is thus
in compliance with the GDPR. However, none of the apps, not even the general health apps, met
the conditons set by the Artcle 29 Working Party on explicit consent. Furthermore, the privacy
policies had difcultes complying with the conditons of Artcle 12 in conjuncton with Artcle 13
GDPR.

5.2 Artcle 13 GDPR
Artcle 13 GDPR deals with the informaton the controller needs to provide the data subject with
at the tme the personal data are obtained from the data subject. This artcle has to be read in
conjuncton with Artcle 12 GDPR, which determines that the controller has to provide the
informaton in a concise, transparent, intelligible and easily accessible form, using clear and plain
language. This secton will be divided according to the provisions of Artcle 12 and 13 GDPR.
5.2.1 Informaton to be given by the controller
Artcle 13 GDPR determines that the controller has to inform data subjects about, for example,
their rights, the purpose(s) for processing and the recipients or categories of recipients, in line
with the conditons of Artcle 12. This has to be done in a concise, transparent, intelligible and
easily accessible form, using clear and plain language. Although it is difcult to measure whether
the privacy policies meet these requirements, one thing that stands out immediately is the length
of the privacy policies. On average, the analysed privacy policies consist of 3,783 words; the
largest had 11,344 words and the smallest 347 words. Knowing that a person reads 200 – 250
words per minute, this means that it will take, on average, approximately 15 – 20 minutes to read
these policies. Only four privacy policies used less than 2,000 words.
Separate privacy policy

< 2.000 words
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Privacy policies analysed apps
(31 apps in total)

20
(17 diferent policies)

4
(on average 3.783 words)

Table 4: Separate privacy policies and word count.

An analysis of Artcle 13 (1) and (2) GDPR leads to 18 diferent conditons the data controller needs
to meet.[46] Of the four apps with less than 2,000 words, three apps only met either six or eight
out of the 18 conditons in Artcle 13 GDPR. However, one of these four apps had a privacy policy
of 1,152 words and was stll able to meet 14 out of the 18 conditons in Artcle 13.
Furthermore, three apps had the same privacy policy as they were from the same app developer.
As a result, the following table only shows 17 apps. What is striking is that none of the apps that
had a privacy policy complied with all 18 conditons (see table 5). One must queston why this is
the case..
Compliant to Artcle 13 GDPR
(18 provisions)

Compliant to Artcle 12
GDPR

App 1

13 (18)

No

App 2

13 (18)

No

App 3

6 (18)

No

App 4

13 (18)

No

App 5

9 (18)

No

App 6

14 (18)

No

App 7

12 (18)

No

App 8

11 (18)

No

App 9

13 (18)

No

App 10

8 (18)

No

App 11

9 (18)

No

App 12

6 (18)

No

App 13

14 (18)

No

App 14

14 (18)

No

App 15

15 (18)

No

App 16

14 (18)

No

App 17

12 (18)

No

Table 5: Apps with a privacy policies and Artcle 13 GDPR.

Two things can be notced. Firstly, only one of the analysed privacy policies complies with the
conditons of Artcle 12 GDPR. Secondly, only two privacy policies meet the conditons set in Artcle
13 (1) (c), in conjuncton with Artcle 5 (1)(b), GDPR, which determines that the data subject needs
to be informed about the purposes for processing and that data can only be collected for
specifed, explicit and legitmate purposes.
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Artcle 12 uses some terms that can be considered subjectve. For instance, with regards to concise
informaton, the queston arises as to what exactly is meant by transparent informaton and clear
and plain language.[47] The Artcle 29 Working Party does not menton when informaton is
concise and transparent. Therefore, this research analysed those terms and investgated how
many tmes the word ‘may’ was used in combinaton with ‘we’ in order to get a picture of how
companies use the personal data. The research further monitored how many tmes the words
‘include’ and/or ‘including’ were used in combinaton with the data the companies collect.
Without purportng to be complete, these two combinatons of words give an idea of how concise
the provided informaton is.
While reading and analysing the privacy policies, one notces that it is difcult, if not impossible, to
get a complete picture of what the app providers do with the personal data they collect. The
language that these companies use is vague and leaves the reader with many questons, such as
statements that they “collect personal data”, “may share data” or “may collect the following
informaton about you.” The use of this kind of language is not rare; all but one of the app
providers used this kind of language at least 20 tmes and in some cases even more than 50 tmes.
As a result, it is difcult to get a complete overview of what is being done with the collected
personal data. In only two out of the 18 apps, there was the possibility to match the collected
personal data to the purposes for processing. If it is not clear what the purposes for the processing
exactly are, the conclusion has to be that consent is not informed, and, therefore, the processing
unlawful.
Artcle 13 (1)(c) GDPR determines that the purposes for processing for which the personal data are
intended need to be provided by the controller. When reading the privacy policies, it was very
difcult to fnd out the purposes of collectng diferent types of data. All analysed privacy policies
provided purposes for processing. The clarity of these purposes varied from very vague “We use
(your personal data) to improve our (…) services”[48] to more concise “We use the informaton we
have about you (…) to select and personalise ads…”.[49] Not one policy was clear about the
correlaton of the collected data and the purposes for which they are collected. This is surprising,
considering that Artcle 5 (1) (b) GDPR determines that personal data can only be collected for
specifed, explicit and legitmate purposes. The GDPR makes organisatons and companies
evaluate their processes and be transparent about this. It is therefore necessary that app
providers clearly formulate their specifed and explicit purposes for processing, meaning they have
that informaton, so why not inform the data subject about it?
5.2.2 Other provisions of Artcle 13 GDPR
According to Artcle 13 GDPR, the controller needs to provide the data subject with informaton at
the tme when the personal data are obtained from the data subject.[50] This informaton could
therefore be provided simultaneously with downloading the app, depending on when the data
collecton starts. However, if the app registers which accounts download the app, data subjects
need to be informed as soon as downloading starts, considering that account registraton is
already processing of personal data.
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No privacy policy of apps developed for the medical sector
Apps that are specifcally developed for the medical sector almost certainly process personal data
that are considered to be data concerning health. Considering that these apps are specifcally
developed for the medical sector, we can assume that the data processed by these apps are
processed either by or under the responsibility of the physician who has the obligaton of
professional secrecy. As a consequence, Artcle 9 (2) (h) in conjuncton with Artcle 9 (3) GDPR
applies, meaning that explicit consent of the data subject, i.e. the patent, is not needed. This also
means that Artcle 7 GDPR, which sets conditons for consent, does not apply. However, the
provisions of Artcle 12 in conjuncton with Artcle 13 GDPR do apply.
Out of the eight apps developed for the medical sector analysed for this research, only one app
had a privacy policy. However, a privacy policy is not the only way to comply with Artcle 12 in
conjuncton with Artcle 13 GDPR, partcularly considering that, in this case, the GDPR does not
require the controller to demonstrate that the informaton was provided to the data subject. In
such cases, it would thus be sufcient for the physician to provide the patent with the informaton
orally or, for example, by providing a hand-out. One would expect this to be general practce,
considering that almost none of these apps had a separate privacy policy. However, there is stll
the queston of whether, in that case, the informaton is as complete as it needs to be. Afer all, a
physician is not a technician nor a lawyer. So, would the physician be the best person to provide
this kind of informaton to the patent?[51]

Commercial apps without privacy policies
With regard to commercial (health) apps that physicians use or would like to use for the treatment
of their patents, this research analysed 23 apps. 19 out of 23 apps had a separate privacy policy. 4
out of 23 apps did not have a privacy policy at all, and two did not even menton privacy. Further
investgaton (downloading and using the apps) showed that these two apps do not need to
process personal data in order to functon. Considering that these apps can functon without
personal data and that there is no informaton provided under Artcle 13 GDPR, one might assume
that these apps do not process personal data. The queston remains whether this is the case, since
personal data is a very broad concept. As stated above, if the app registers which accounts
download the app, they process personal data and therefore have to provide the informaton
under Artcle 13 GDPR.
One of the apps that did not have a privacy policy had a link to a privacy policy which did not
functon. It furthermore notfes data subjects as soon as the app is downloaded that they comply
with applicable legislaton, without elaboratng on what the applicable legislaton is. If the app
does not process personal data, this is not a problem. However, the app does process personal
data, considering that it mentons that all processed informaton stays on ‘your’ device. The app is
designed to calculate a person’s contributon to healthcare costs which is considered to be
personal data.[52] The other app that did not have a privacy policy also mentons that all the
informaton stays on the device. The purpose of that app is to make people aware of the
importance of relaxaton and ofers exercises to improve relaxaton. This data can also be
considered personal data, as soon as it can be linked to a natural person. In both cases, the app
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providers are the controllers, since they determine purpose and means for the processing.[53] It is
therefore not relevant whether the personal data are processed on the device or are transferred
to a server of the app provider, considering that Artcle 13 GDPR requires the controller to provide
the data subject with informaton. These two apps do not provide data subjects with informaton
via a privacy policy or in any other way, before or right afer downloading the app, and are thus in
violaton of Artcle 13 GDPR.
No processing of personal data Personal data processed,
necessary, and therefore no
therefore violaton of Artcle 13
violaton of Artcle 13 GDPR*
GDPR
No privacy policy

2

2

Table 6: processing of personal data without a privacy policy
* Since processing of personal data is not necessary for the apps to functon, the assumpton is made that no personal data are
being processed. If this is the case, they also act in violaton with Artcle 13 GDPR.

Commercial apps with privacy policies
According to Artcle 13 (1)(a) and (b) GDPR data subjects need to be informed of the identty and
contact details of the controller and of the contact details of the data protecton ofcer (DPO). Out
of the 19 apps that did have a privacy policy, almost all provided this informaton; all apps
provided the contact details of their DPO, if they had one, and 16 apps provided the identty and
contact details of the controller.[54]
Artcle 13 (1)(a) GDPR (identty Artcle 13 (1)(b) GDPR (contact
and contact details controller) details DPO)
Compliant apps

16

19

Table 7: provisions of Artcle 13 (1) (a) and (b) GDPR.

The same can be said as regards the requirement to inform data subjects of their rights. In
partcular, the right of access, the right to rectfcaton and the right to erasure are mentoned in
almost all privacy policies. One privacy policy does not menton the rights of data subjects at all,
and one mentons the rights of data subjects, but fails to explain how these rights can be
exercised.
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Art. 13 (2)(b)
GDPR
(existence right
to request
access)

Compliant 18
apps

Art. 13 (2)(b)
GDPR (existence
right to request
rectfcaton)

Art. 13 (2)(b)
GDPR
(existence
right to
request
erasure)

Art. 13 (2,c)
GDPR (right to
withdraw
consent at any
tme, without
afectng
lawfulness of
processing
before)

Art. 13 (2)(b)
GDPR
(existence right
to request
restricton of
processing)

Art. 13 (2)(b)
GDPR
(existence right
object to
processing)

Art. 13 (2)(b)
GDPR (right
data
portability)

Art. 13 (2)(d)
GDPR (right to
lodge complaint
with supervisory
authority)

18

18

15

14

13

15

13

Table 8: provisions of Artcle 13 (2)(b) and (c) GDPR.

As regards the right to withdraw consent at any tme, four out of 19 apps do not menton this
right, while they do process personal data based on consent. Two out of the four apps that do not
menton the right to withdraw consent also do not menton the right data portability. These are
the same two apps that also do not menton other rights, especially the right to restricton of
processing, the right to object and the right to lodge a complaint with the supervisory authority.
Both the right to lodge a complaint with the supervisory authority and the right to object to the
processing[55] are less provided for than the other rights; however, a majority of two-thirds of the
apps do provide data subjects with this informaton.

Compliant
apps

Art. 13 (1)(c) GDPR Art. 13 (1)(c) GDPR
(purposes for
(legal basis for
processing
processing)
(collected for
specifed, explicit
and legitmate
purposes, art. 5 (1)
(b) GDPR)

Art. 13 (1((e) GDPR
(recipients or
categories of
recipients)

Art. 13 (1)(f) GDPR
(transfer to 3rd
country: existence
or absence
adequacy decision
or reference to
appropriate
safeguards and
means to obtain a
copy)

Art. 13 (2)(a) GDPR
(period personal
data will be
stored, or criteria
to determine that
period)

2

1 / 19

3

3

0

Table 9: provisions of Artcle 13 (1) (c), (e) and (f) and (2) (a) GDPR.

With regards to the legal basis for processing, none of the apps link all the legal bases for
processing with the collected data. The GDPR furthermore determines that data subjects have to
be informed about the recipients or categories of recipients. Only one app states that there are no
recipients. The other 18 apps only menton categories of recipients, such as corporate afliates,
service providers, and other partners or subsidiaries and controlled afliates located in the U.S. or
elsewhere, as we believe necessary for business purposes. These categories are very broad. It is,
for example, not clear who these ‘other partners’ are, how many ‘other partners’ there are and if
these ‘other partners’ ofen change. Therefore, it is nearly impossible for data subjects to
determine where and how their personal data fows.
Artcle 13 (1) (f) GDPR determines that if the controller intends to transfer personal data to a third
country, the data subject needs to be informed of the existence or absence of an adequacy
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decision by the Commission. If such an adequacy decision does not exist, a reference has to be
made to the appropriate or suitable safeguards. Only three privacy policies comply with this rule.
Apps which are covered by the EU – US Privacy Shield Framework menton this. Some app
providers menton the Privacy Shield Framework as an example, although they are not a member
themselves. Other app providers menton that they are “required by applicable law, (to) ensure
that your privacy rights are adequately protected by appropriate technical, organisaton,
contractual or other lawful means.” They fail to explain how this is done. Some even menton that
they transfer data to third countries, “some of which have not yet been determined by the
European Commission to have an adequate level of data protecton.” Considering the
aforementoned, this cannot be seen as a reference to appropriate or suitable safeguards.[56] This
means that the processing of these data is unlawful.
It can therefore be concluded that while some of the provisions of Artcle 13 GDPR are covered
relatvely well by the privacy policies, other provisions are covered poorly. The requirements that
were least met include the purposes and legal bases for processing in combinaton with the
personal data that are processed, the recipients of the data and the transfer of data to a third
country. Although it is encouraging that most of the app providers inform data subjects of their
rights, it is worrying that it is almost impossible for data subjects to fnd out where in the world
their data are processed and what are the exact purposes for processing. This, in turn, makes the
processing of these data unlawful. Here lies the role of the supervisory authorites to enforce the
provisions of the GDPR. If healthcare insttutons want to use these apps, they have to be more
actve and stmulate app companies to be more open on these key elements of data protecton.

6. Discussion
In comparing the privacy policies of companies to the provisions of the GDPR, some results were
surprising. Almost 50% of the analysed apps used privacy as a positve marketng statement. This is
sometmes done on the website of the app provider and sometmes via the frst lines of the
privacy policies. All these statements give the reader the impression that the company believes
their clients’ privacy is important. However, reading the entre privacy policies shows that the
policies do not actually merit that impression. In partcular, when it comes to the purposes of
processing personal data, the policies remain vague. Out of the 18 apps that used consent as a
legal basis for processing, there were only two for which it was possible to match the collected
personal data to the purposes for processing via the privacy policies. This is especially strange, as
the GDPR determines that controllers and processors can only process personal data for specifed,
explicit and legitmate purposes. Since the companies therefore have this informaton, they can
share it with data subjects. However, this is not the case, which leads to the queston of why
companies do not share this informaton. Besides, in some of the cases, the processing of personal
can even be considered to be unlawful. The situatons this research encountered as such are when
(1) the purposes for processing are not clear (Artcle 13 (1)(c) GDPR), (2) it is not clear where in the
world the data are being processed and (3) the reference to appropriate or suitable safeguards is
missing (Artcle 13 (1)(f) GDPR).[57]
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The secton on the marketng statements made it clear that 16 apps used privacy in their
marketng statements or used the frst phrases of their privacy policies to state that they believe
the data subject’s privacy is important. Out of these 16 companies, seven companies did not use
marketng statements in general, but used the frst phrases of their privacy policy to emphasise
how important they believe their user’s privacy to be. Remarkably, two out of these 16 apps did
not have a privacy policy at all. The other 14 apps met at least ten of the 19 analysed requirements
of the GDPR.

Companies

Privacy as marketng

No privacy policy

Requirements Artcle
13 GDPR

16

2

> 10 of 19

Table 10: Combining marketng statement with privacy policies.

Two out of 16 app providers used privacy as a marketng statement, without having a separate
privacy policy, while four app providers that did not use privacy in their marketng statements did
have a privacy policy. Interestngly enough, most of the app providers claim that they believe data
subjects’ privacy is important even though this is not refected in their privacy policies.
Another element is that out of the eight analysed apps that were developed specifcally for the
medical sector, only one had a privacy policy. Those apps do not process the sensitve personal
data on the legal basis of explicit consent; they process the personal data on the excepton of
Artcle 9 (1)(h) in conjuncton with Artcle 9 (3) GDPR, considering that those data are processes
under the responsibility of a physician with professional secrecy. Even though Artcle 7 GDPR does
not apply in that case, the informaton of Artcle 13 GDPR stll has to be provided for. The queston
remains this informaton can and would be provided for by physicians. Can we expect physicians
to be able to explain every element of Artcle 13 GDPR to their patents? This is not necessary,
especially since there are other means by which the informaton can be provided, for example via
a privacy policy.
Since the healthcare sector and physicians feel the need to increasingly use commercial apps for
treatment purposes, they need to improve their involvement. Given that the privacy policies of
companies are vague regarding some key elements of data protecton, the healthcare sector and
physicians need to indicate what is important for them before they can start using the commercial
apps in their medical practce. The healthcare sector and physicians have to comply with more
rules than just data protecton, with medical confdentality being one of those rules.[58] Since the
healthcare sector almost always processes sensitve personal data on a large scale, this gives them
a special status which also leads to responsibilites. Albeit, it is not possible for an individual
physician to gain a complete overview of all the legal and non-legal frameworks that apply to
them. In additon, there is the queston of whether an individual physician has tme to make such
an overview. Furthermore, their individual scope of infuence will probably not be signifcant
enough. This therefore means that the healthcare sector, on a natonal or even European level,
should work together to enlarge their scope of infuence and to be able to determine their set of
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rules.
This artcle showed that, in some cases, the current privacy policies that companies use do not
comply with the provisions of the GDPR. Even if the healthcare sector is able to unite and fnds
ways, together with the app companies, to improve the current situaton regarding privacy
policies, there is stll the issue of people not reading these privacy policies. There are several
possible solutons that could improve the challenge concerning informed consent. Firstly,
personalised privacy policies might persuade people to read the privacy policy that is presented to
them.[59] Secondly, privacy policies could be writen for smart machines instead of people. That
way, consent could be delegated to these smart machines on the basis of one’s preference. [60] An
alternatve soluton is to use icons to explain the possible impact on a person’s privacy to people,
[61] and fnally people could be nudged into reading privacy policies.[62] Although further
research has to be done regarding the pros and cons of these solutons, it does show that
informed consent might stll be a way to empower people in the near future.

7. Conclusion
The GDPR became binding law on 25 May 2018 and all of the privacy policies that were outdated,
[63] were adjusted in April or May 2018. Presumably, this has something to do with the GDPR;
however, considering that the older versions of the policies were not analysed, this cannot be said
with absolute certainty. What can be said is that all privacy policies more or less comply with some
of the provisions of the GDPR, especially the provisions on providing data subjects with
informaton, in partcular the identty and contact detail of the controller and the rights of data
subjects. However, being open as regards the collected data and the purposes of this data
collecton, as well as being concise and transparent is not refected in the privacy policies.
While marketng statements lead you to believe that ‘your’ privacy is important, this is not
refected in companies’ privacy policies. Being transparent about processing actvites, including
what data is collected for which purposes, is necessary to help data subjects understand what
really happens with their data. There are very easy ways to be transparent, for example, by
including an informaton table to link the collected personal data to the purposes and legal bases
for processing. This is not only important for data subjects, but also for healthcare professionals in
their decision on whether or not to use commercial apps in their practce.
Considering the companies’ marketng statements, as well as the need for using commercial apps
in medical practce, it would be advisable for supervisory authorites or the European Data
Protecton Board (EDPB) to discuss this subject with representatves of both sectors. The
healthcare sector not only needs to comply with data protecton rules but also to, for example,
medical confdentality. It is therefore key to discuss their needs with app providers before use of
the apps for treatment purposes. Traditonally, the healthcare sector works closely with the
pharmaceutcal industry as regards prescripton of drugs for treatment of patents. This
collaboraton can also be very useful when it comes to app providers.
A cooperaton between the EDPB and representatves of app providers and the healthcare sector
on this mater is desirable, considering that together they can create solutons which beneft all,
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including data subjects. This will make it easier for all app providers to comply with the GDPR,
including partcular needs of the healthcare sector, and for natonal supervisory authorites to
enforce these regulatons.
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